St Columb Minor Academy
English Coverage Overview

Week

Earthquakes and Volcanoes

Scavengers and Settlers

IPC
Topic
16, 17
Unit 4
Non Fiction
Explanation Texts

18
Base Class
Big Write
Fiction

19,20
Unit 2 Non Fiction
Instruction Texts
How to make a Spoon Alien

21,22,23
Unit 3 Fiction
Sci-Fi

24
Base Class
Big Write
Instruction Text

To consider why people
need and use instruction
texts
To notice instruction
organisation
To evaluate instructions
against criteria
To layout information
clearly
To use precise language

To connect and explore
central themes
To explore plot development
To devise questions for main
character to ask and answer
in role

To recap the features
of instructions.

To write a new episode to
include a problem, reaction,
resolution

To write clear
instructions.

To write a balanced discussion text showing
both sides of an argument.
To use fact and opinion correctly.

To use imperative verbs to
make it clear
To use adverbs of time

To correctly use the first
person

To use adverbs of
time and manner and
imperative verbs.

To use adverbials to show both sides of an
argument.
To use a wider range of conjunctions.

Suffixes –ly/-ally
Suffixes –ly
Suffixes -ally

Suffixes-tion

Year 3 exception words

Reading

To explore features of an
explanation text
To investigate different
types of explanation texts

To Identify
structure of stories.

Writing

To describe a process using
clear and useful diagrams
with labels and symbols
To use continuous prose to
explain a process

To innovate on a
story

Grammar

To use adverbs of time and
conjunctions to explain
sequence

To use fronted
adverbials,
paragraphs and
dialogue.

Spoken
Language

Presentation to share
understanding of a process

Ongoing through Literacy and Language

Spelling

Prefixes re/dis/mis
Prefixes super-

Prefixes anti/sub

Prefixes
sub/auto/anti/super

25
26
Assessment
Unit 3
week
Non fiction
Unit 3 non
Persuasive writing
fiction
To develop awareness of different points of
view.
To Identify key vocabulary in discussion
texts.
To understand structure.

St Columb Minor Academy
English Coverage Overview
Hand
writing

Third join
Fourth join
Double letters that join

The Boy with the Bronze Axe
Kathleen Fidler

Class
Novel

Spelling
ongoing



The Firework Makers Daughter
Philip Pullman

